
CONFIRMATION SESSION: SIGNATURE 
 
CONTENT OVERVIEW 
For most children, Christmas Eve seems like the longest day of the year. Due to the anticipation 
of what is to come on Christmas Day, it sometimes is hard to pass the time. There is a degree of 
excitement that accompanies receiving gifts, especially those that are found under the tree on 
Christmas morning. This excitement is oftentimes rooted in the hope that we will get something 
we have always wanted, the surprise of receiving something we never thought we would get, or 
the joy of unwrapping something we really needed. Once the gifts are opened on Christmas 
morning, the rest of the day is spent enjoying the new items we received, be it games, toys, 
movies, books, etc. Even in the months, sometimes years, following, the gift continues to be 
enjoyed by many.  
 
At our baptism, we also receive a gift: the gift of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit strengthens us, 
inspires us, and guides us. The Holy Spirit is constantly at work in our lives, whether we realize 
it or not. At our confirmation, we receive a full outpouring of the Holy Spirit. It is here that the 
spiritual gifts we received at our baptism are strengthened, renewed, and made complete.  
 
As your teen continues in the preparation process and approaches the Sacrament of 
Confirmation, he or she may be excited to receive the full outpouring of the Holy Spirit. When 
we receive the Holy Spirit, however, it is different than receiving gifts on Christmas morning. 
With this gift comes responsibility. We are anointed with oil to signify the mission we embark on 
after we receive the Sacrament of Confirmation. This sacrament is the beginning of a deeper life 
in Christ, a life that requires the strength, help, and guidance of the Holy Spirit. We are called to 
live our identity as sons and daughters of God by embracing the responsibility given to us at our 
confirmation. Confirmation is not graduation from the Church. Rather, it is a gift from God, the 
gift of our purpose in life.  
 
CONVERSATION STARTERS 
 

1. Share about your confirmation, including the preparation process, who you chose as 
your sponsor, etc.  

2. Who is your sponsor for Confirmation? Why did you choose this person?  
3. How can we honor the gift we have been given from God in the Sacrament of 

Confirmation? 
 


